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the dismounted fixing line with a Maxim,
but General Hutton pushed forward and
forced the Boers to leave the river bed.
The encounter was terribly hot Later
the whole British force crossed the river,
threatening the Boer right. The Boera
must have received about the same time
the news of General Hamilton's occupation of Wlnburg.
About sunset a detachment of 60
had crept unseen toward the
river bed. found themselves, near a kopje
occupied by the Boers. After firing, they
fixed bayonets and charged, capturing the
kopje. All was done on their own initiative. Thus night fell.
Early this
morning It was discovered that the Boer
force had fled.
General Hutton,. during the night, got
two squadrons to blow up the line near
SwaldseL
The 'British discovered yesterday
at
every hundred yards along the railroad
concealed small packets of high explosives.
Tho Boers had destroyed three bridges
over spruits between here and Brandfort,
but In every case It was possible to
make a detour. The Boers appear to be
fighting with much less spirit.
It is
reported that they aro commanded by
General Lucas Meyer. The bridge over
the Vet River is completeyi destroyed.
General Hutton captured a Maxim and
took a few prisoners.
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several scores of thousands coming from
news of General Hamilton's operations,
the outside. At 7 A. M. the two emperdated Sunday morning:, was that he "was
JAMES M. BARRIE TO TRY FOR ASnAT IN PARLIAMENT.
ors, attended by a gorgeous retinue, wera
Heating Engineer, 47 First Street
then preparing: to force the difficult passpresent at a special Imperial mass. Frost,
age over Little Vet River, on the
the church both drove to the Sieges AUea
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for the unveiling of the statue of Emperor
that the news of the occupation is accu- Severe Engagement
Sigismund. The statue was particularly;
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rate.
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Aboat Rooldan.
The Boers, following their customary
throughout.
practice, had evacuated their positions
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Then the emperors drove back to th&
on the Vet River during Saturday night. terday General Barton drove from 2000 to
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Lord Roberts, advancing along the 3000 Boers from hilly positions at Rooldan.
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ant
army near Wlnburg. General Bundle on attacking the Boer position at Warren-togratified, and that the sentiments exSaturday had arrived In pursuit of the
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capture of Brandfort says:
British Infantry were obliged to engage
speech to the same purport.
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Soon after occurred the symbolic serG. Mack & Co. numbers,
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they were forced by the overwhelming cut off. The British losses were five killed
majority
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iorce opposed to them to evacuate the and 25 wounded, mostly Welsh Fusiliers.
clared. The scene was most Impressive.
town."
The British took a batch of prisoners, inOpposite Chamber ef Cwaerce
Emperor Francis Joseph and the German
General Hunter's progress, although cluding the Swedish ambulance, which
Empress led the way, Emperor William
slow, is satisfactory. The Idea that the they allowed to return.
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with the Grand Duke of Baden following;
relief of Mafeking Is in sight, however, their hurry left 13 dead.
Next came the youngest imperial child,
appears to have been premature, as the
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life to the emperor In all military comThe Johannesburg shell factory has re"The situation, I regret to Inform you, will probably be a surprise to Barrle's admirers that he has political ambition; for heretofore
mands on land or sea.
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William shook his son's hand and
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cent to clear the rebel force
Surreys and Light Carriages
to the eastward. Four members of the the hard work of an English provincial Journal. His first great hit was "A Window in
kissed him twice upon the cheek. The
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constabulary were killed and a large Thrums." a series of sketches of life In his native Scotch village, and this was followed by Crown Prince then kissed the Emperor3
STYLES. GREATEST VARIETY. MODERATE PRICES.
hand, after which the ceremony came
English Is spoken. His best stories are
number of the rebels were killed - or other Scotch stories that have found readers
Describes Operations About the Vet wounded.
to an end with the slngjng of the old
"The Little Minister" and "Sentimental Tommy," and a sequel'to the latter, called "TomWe have just received the finest line of Robes
On 'April 25, the Ashantees
and the Little Vet.
the town in great force, probably my and Grliel," is now running as a serial In Scrlbner's Magazine. Barrle has never been Holland hymn, "William of Nassau."
and Dusters ever shown on the Pacific Coast.
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